JEANNIE FOUR MY DREAMS

June 1997

Choreo: John & Jean Wilkinson, 2607 Trny Rd., Schenectady, NY 12309
      518-785-0094; E-Mail wilkj@rpi.edu
Record: Special Pressing (I Dream of Jeannie/I'll Flip Near You) (Available from
        Choreographer & Palomino)
Footwork: Opposite unless noted (Woman's footwork in parentheses)
Rhythm: Foyrtal RAL Phase IV Speed 42

Sequence: Intro, A, B, C, B(mod), A, B, C, B (1-7), Ending

INTRODUCTION

MEAS:

1-4 IN WRAP POSITION LOD WAIT 2 MEAS; UNWRAP; NAT TRN 1/2;

In wrapped position fig LOD M's L pointed DLC and W's R pointed DLW heads
    together “dreaming” with eyes closed wait 2 meas;-
    SS(QQS)M recover L, opening eyes and hold while unwrapping W RF (R.L.R);-
    SQQ M FWD R trng RF, sd L to CP RLOD, bk R (W small FWD L trng RF, sd R, FWD L);

PART A

1-8 SPIN TRN; BOX FINISH; 2 L TRNS TO DW; WHISK; PROMENADE WEAVER
    DW; FWD-, HOVER, REC TO CP;

SQQ M BK L pivoting RF to f; DWL-, FWD R, rec SD & BK on L;
SQQ M BK R trn LF, SD L, cl R DLC;
SQQ M FWD L trn LF, SD R cont LF trn, cl L RLOD;
SQQ M BK R trn LF, SD L cont LF trn, cl R DLW;
SQQ M FWD L in CP, FWD and SD R, XLIBR to SCP DC;
SQQ M FWD R, FWD L trng LF to CP, SD & BK R to CBJO fc DRC;
    QQQQM BK L in CBJO, BK R trng body LF to CP, SD & FWD L, FWD R to CBJO DWL;
    SQQ M FWD L in CP, SD & R, rec on L & DLW;

PART B

1-8 (BK) FEATHER FINISH TO CBJO CK DC; WHALETAIL DLW; WHISK;
    CHASSE TO CBJO DRC; IMPETUS TO SCP; FEATHER DCL;

SQQ M BK R trng LF, SD & FWD L, FWD R CK in CBJO DLC;
    QQQQM XLIBR with RF body trn (W XRIFL), SD R cont trn, FWD L, XLIBL (W XLIBR)
    DLW;
    QQQQM SD L with LF body trn, cl R completing 1/4 body trn LF, XLIBR with RF body trn.